RETRO CAFE SEATING
As a result of popular demand for more bespoke and on trend cafe seating options, BUK
has developed a fashionable and hardwearing coloured laminate option for two of their best
selling models; the Venus and Space side chairs.
Venus and Space TWO TONE LAMINATE side chairs can now be bought in a wide range of
colours and a selection of wood effects, both with a choice of leg finish, to create your own
bespoke project colour schemes. Speak to your account manager for more information.
We’d like to present here, in line with the season’s trends, the following suggested colour
co-ordinated themes:

VENUS 50s MONOCHROME
Black and white is a perennial trend and still very evident at the Milan and Cologne shows.
We wanted to give our classic Venus side chair the black and white treatment in sleek, clean
looking laminate, creating a cool, elegant, minimalist design that is easy to use. Monochrome
combinations go well with everything and especially when used with bright colours and bold
art work.

VENUS 50s COLOURS
This trend for Scandi 50s colours - bright and subtle – as seen in retail and the various
Scandi TV dramas, is gathering momentum. We juxtaposed colour blocks of yellow, pale blue
and pistachio with wenge and chrome for a distinctly mid-century feel. A relaxed, stacking
design in practical laminate, reminiscent of Formica and Fablon, this retro Vinyl-style take
on Venus is very now and starting to appear in cafes and dining malls across the country.

SPACE 70s NEUTRALS
The clean, minimal contours of Space are a great vehicle for combining high tech wood
effect Zebrano and Avola with a warm, earthy 70s palette. Additionally, we offer a range
of metallic finishes on a stacking, tubular legged frame, to create the back to nature meets
space age feel of the 70s. A great example of interiors following fashion, we have mixed
tonal shades and wood grains to make a classic, bespoke statement.
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RETRO CAFE SEATING
50 s MONOCHROME
L aminate & plywood

VENUS TWO TONE

SIDECHAIR

Black / white
Laminate seat chrome finish legs
height
width
depth
seat height
weight

830 mm
520 mm
520 mm
445 mm
5.0 kg

SPECIAL ORDER COLOURS

6 week lead time - MOQ 32 chairs - select any combination from the following

Standard laminate colour
Seat

Finish colour
Legs

Black

White

Black
RAL 9005

White
RAL 9003

Chrome

Other colours availaible for bespoke orders. Call for colour samples
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RETRO CAFE SEATING
50 S COLOURS
L aminate & plywood

VENUS TWO TONE

SIDECHAIR

Wenge / colour
Laminate seat chrome finish legs
height
width
depth
seat height
weight

830 mm
520 mm
520 mm
445 mm
5.0 kg

SPECIAL ORDER COLOURS

6 week lead time - MOQ 32 chairs for standard colours - black, white, light grey or wenge
10 week lead time - MOQ 80 chairs for special colours - yellow, light green or light blue
Select any combination from the following

Standard laminate colour
Seat

Black

White

Light Grey

Wenge

Special laminate colour
Seat

Yellow

Light Green

Light Blue

Finish colour
Legs
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Black
RAL 9005

White
RAL 9003

Chrome
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RETRO CAFE SEATING
70 S NEUTRALS
L aminate & plywood

SPACE TWO TONE

SIDECHAIR
Avola / colour
Zebrano / colour
height
width
depth
seat height
weight

830 mm
520 mm
520 mm
445 mm
5.0 kg

SPECIAL ORDER COLOURS

6 week lead time - MOQ 32 chairs - select any combination from the following

Standard Laminate colour
Seat

Finish colour
Legs
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Black

White

Beige

Taupe

Black
RAL 9005

White
RAL 9003

Anthracite
RAL 7016

Silver
RAL 9006

Zebrano

Avola
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